Scenes from Friday

- Uy, left, and Michael are ready to welcome you to the BioHorizons booth.

- Michael and Paul at Ellman can tell you all about the radiosurgery units the company offers.

- David and Dustin of Keystone Dental will happily tell you all about the new Keystone Arch.

- Attendees take a look at the DoWell booth.

- Matt of Meisinger is all smiles Friday in the exhibit hall.

- The Salvin booth attracts a crowd.

- There is a lot to learn about at the Implant Direct booth. Stop by and ask about the company’s latest products.

- Chris and Michelle from X-Nav Technologies are offering a look at their brand new system, the X-Guide, which promises to extend the capabilities of your in-office cone beam imaging to deliver simplified and more accurate implant placement.

- Brian and Ian invite you to stop by the Glidewell Laboratories booth to learn about the new Hahn Tapered Implant.